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Executive Summary
The Maine Forest Service (MFS) has worked closely with Maine’s professional forestry
community for many years to develop and refine forestry Best Management Practices
(BMPs) to protect water quality. MFS BMPs stress a strong understanding of water
quality protection principles needed to use the “toolbox” of BMP practices effectively.
MFS prefers a flexible, voluntary BMP approach over prescriptive regulation. Voluntary
BMPs based on water protection principles allow loggers and foresters to select efficient
practices that result in the desired outcome; protection of water quality. For an outcome
based BMP system to be successful, a strong training program must be in place as well
as a monitoring system to ensure that BMPs are working on a statewide basis. Over
700 loggers, foresters and landowners have attended Maine Forest Service and partner
water quality trainings over the last 2 years. MFS’s key partner in training development
and delivery has been Maine’s Sustainable Forestry Initiative State Implementation
Committee’s Education Committee. The Certified Logging Professional Program,
Qualified Logging Professional Program, Professional Logging Contractors of Maine,
and the Northeast Master Logger Certification Program have all been instrumental in
training program delivery. These public-private partnerships have advanced Maine’s
BMP educational efforts far beyond what they would be otherwise.
As of this writing, forestry operations do not have permitting requirements under the
Clean Water Act because there is a “silvicultural exemption" given in that law, as long
as best management practices (BMPs) are used to help control non-point source (NPS)
pollution. The MFS is statutorily responsible for the development of forestry BMPs (38
M.R.S. §410-J) in Maine and has issued a BMP manual as required by United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). As part of this mandate, MFS also monitors
and reports on the use and effectiveness of BMPs on harvest operations across the
state.
MFS has conducted random, statewide monitoring of BMPs on timber harvesting
operations since March 2000. The objective of this ongoing effort is to assess the use
and effectiveness of BMPs in Maine. In 2010 the publication cycle was changed from
an annual to a biannual report. Landowners are required to notify the MFS before
harvesting takes place. Approximately 5,000 timber harvests notifications are filed in
Maine each year; samples were drawn from these notifications. This report presents an
analysis of data collected on 101 timber harvests during 2013. Originally 106 harvest
sites were selected, but due to staffing shortages five sites were not visited, and these
were dropped from the sample. MFS continues this monitoring effort as a part of regular
field activities and expects to generate subsequent biannual reports.
Data in this report was collected and analyzed using the “Best Management Practices
Implementation Monitoring Protocol,” an original project of the Northeastern Area
Association of State Foresters’ (NAASF) Water Resources Committee. This protocol
assesses the overall effectiveness of the suite of BMPs used rather than monitoring the
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simple installation of prescribed, individual practices, which do not necessarily
guarantee success in protecting water quality.1
Assessing the overall effectiveness of the suite of BMPs used rather than monitoring the
installation of prescribed individual practices allows enables MFS to assess whether
BMPs effectively protect water quality. For example, simply finding that waterbars were
installed does not indicate whether they were effective in directing water into the filter
area and keeping sediment out of the waterbody. This approach supports MFS’s desire
to pursue outcome-based forest policy, a science-based voluntary process that
achieves mutually beneficial economic, environmental, and social outcomes in the
state's forests. Outcome-based policies are an alternative to prescriptive regulation.
They demonstrate measurable progress towards achieving statewide sustainability
goals and allow landowners to use creativity and flexibility to achieve objectives, while
providing for the conservation of public trust resources and the public values of forests.
MFS uses BMP monitoring to focus educational outreach efforts to loggers, foresters,
and landowners and identify trends for targeting technical assistance.
As BMPs are voluntary measures to protect water quality, MFS does not use BMP
monitoring to assess compliance with nor enforce laws and rules. When monitoring
staff observe concerns or minor issues during BMP monitoring, MFS works closely with
the landowner in a non-regulatory manner to seek corrective measures. Education and
intervention usually result in quick corrective action, thereby avoiding lengthy regulatory
processes that may prolong erosion problems and result in greater negative
environmental impacts.

Key findings






1

83% of crossings and approaches had BMPs applied appropriately or were
avoided. Stream crossings and their associated approaches represent a high
risk area for sedimentation of surface waters. MFS BMPs emphasize planning
harvests to minimize the number of crossings by avoiding crossing streams
whenever practicable. When stream crossings are needed, properly applying
BMP principles (such as minimize and stabilize exposed soil, control water flow,
protect the integrity of the waterbody) when installing BMP practices (such as
much and seed, slash stabilization, water diversions etc.) will minimize risk to the
waterbody.
BMPs were not applied on 8% stream crossings and approaches. When
BMP principles and practices are not applied the risk of damage to waterbodies
greatly increases. Monitoring in Maine and elsewhere has shown that if BMPs
are not applied sediment reaches waterbodies much more frequently than when
BMPs are applied.
91% of opportunities evaluated for sediment input found no sediment
entered a waterbody. A major goal of BMPs is keeping sediment from reaching

Welsch D., R. Ryder, T. Post. 2007. Best Management Practice (BMP) Manual –Field Guide:
Monitoring, Implementation, And Effectiveness for Protection of Water Resources: U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service, NA-FR-02-06, 129 pp.
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waterbodies. It is essential that the BMPs chosen effectively achieve this goal.
In other words, the outcome is more important than the BMP practice used.
There was no evidence of chemical spills on any of the harvests evaluated.
Large amounts of potentially toxic chemicals, including fuel, hydraulic and
lubricating oils and greases are often present at logging operations. Properly
securing and storing these chemicals and being prepared with a plan and the
proper equipment if a spill occurs is an important BMP.
When applied appropriately BMPs were effective at preventing
sedimentation from entering waterbodies. Sedimentation events were
strongly correlated with inadequate application of BMPs, or lack of BMPs. When
BMPs were applied appropriately the risk of sediment entering a waterbody was
very low, this finding is consistent with many studies from around the country.
The number of haul road stream crossings that spanned the bankfull width
of the stream channel has steadily increased since 2005. Improving
installation of haul road crossings to permit fish passage through the crossing
has been a major focus of training over the past several years. Crossings that
are at least as wide as the natural stream channel are much more likely to permit
passage of fish than ones that constrict the channel.
95% of sites had no haul road or landing in the waterbody buffer/filter strip.
Active haul roads and log landings typically have large amounts of exposed soil
associated with them. BMPs call for an unscarified filter strip along waterbodies
where the forest floor is kept intact and mineral soil is not exposed. Keeping new
haul roads and log landings out of these areas is an important BMP. Relocating
legacy roads and landings when possible away from waterbodies is also
important.
Wetlands were either avoided or effective BMPs were used to cross.
Wetlands are very common in many parts of Maine. Crossing wetlands risks
compromising their natural hydrology if not done properly. 91% of sample sites
had no wetland crossing. Avoiding wetland crossings when at all possible is an
important BMP. The majority of wetlands that were crossed had BMPs used to
limit rutting to less than 6” deep, indicating effective use of BMPs. Wetland
crossing BMPs focus on increasing the bearing strength of the soil by techniques
such as limiting operations to frozen conditions and the use of corduroy, slash,
timber mats or other measures.

Protocol Background
The BMP protocol project was a cooperative effort of the Forest Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and the Northeastern Area Association of State Foresters–
Water Resources Committee (NAASF–WRC). The project was funded by grants from
the USDA Forest Service and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
The original concept and question sequence was developed by Roger Ryder and Tim
Post of the Maine Forest Service in collaboration with David Welsch and Albert Todd of
the U.S. Forest Service, Northeastern Area State and Private Forestry (NA S&PF). The
NA S&PF proposed the method to the NAASF–WRC and the EPA for development as a
4

potential regional protocol. After the withdrawal of the Maine Forest Service from the
comittee, David Welsch served as the project coordinator through the development,
testing, and implementation of the project.
State forestry agencies from Delaware, Indiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, and
Wisconsin; the New York City Watershed Agricultural Council Forestry Program; and
the U.S. Forest Service Northern Research Station and NA S&PF have collaborated in
the development and testing of the BMP protocol.
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Sample Selection
Landowners are required to notify the Maine Forest Service before starting a
commercial timber harvest. Sample locations were randomly selected from Forest
Operations Notifications that indicated the harvest was taking place within 250 feet of a
waterbody. 101 sites were monitored out of approximately 5,000 notifications filed.
Unlike previous years, the sample was not geographically stratified or stratified by
ownership size, so caution must be used when comparing these results to those in
previous reports. We expect to return to a stratified sample in the future.

Data Summary
The information in this data summary was compiled from a sample data set using
measurements and observations from harvest sites containing 101 sample units. On
most harvest sites one sample unit was sampled, however a few harvests had two or
more units sampled. For a diagram of sample unit delineation see Figure 3.
The data collection procedure is described in the U.S. Forest Service publication Best
Management Practices (BMP) Monitoring Manual—Field Guide: Implementation and
Effectiveness for Protection of Water Resources (NA–FR–02–06), which includes the
question set and instructions for making and recording the observations. Diagrams and
definitions are also included.
Data summary generation, quality control, risk analysis, and statistical sample design
information are described in Best Management Practices (BMP) Monitoring Manual—
Desk Reference: Implementation and Effectiveness for Protection of Water Resources
(NA–FR–02–07).

General Information Feature
This report presents the results of data gathered for the BMP protocol project on new
sample units for the State of Maine.
 A total of 101 new sample units were sampled, most harvest sites contained one
sample unit, and on a few sites two or more units were sampled.
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Figure 1 Proportion of Sample Units
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Figure 2 Ownership
O
Size (n=101)
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as adjacent to surface water.
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g of natural perennial and
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vestigated and
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ater
body wa
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Figure 3 Sample
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Unit delineation
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Harvestt Systems Used

Figure 4 Harvest Syste
ems (n=101)
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mplementattion
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Figure 5 Assignment
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Figure 6 Logger progra
am participation (n=101)
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Figure 9 Overall
O
applic
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MPs at stream crossings.
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Figure 9 Origin
O
of Sediment (n=505
5)
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Figure 10
0 Trace amounts of sedime
ent by origin (n=505)
(

Figure 11
1 Measurable amounts of sediment
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by origin
o
(n=505)
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BMP Principle: Minimize
and Stabilize Exposed Soil

Discussion
Measurable sediment was most likely to reach the waterbody from the crossing
structure and inside the buffer/filter strip, this is not surprising since these are the areas
closest to the waterbody. Sediment did also reach waterbodies from the approaches
outside of the filter strip on some sites. This highlights the importance of extending
BMPs far enough up the slope to be able to handle the anticipated amount of runoff
from areas beyond the filter area. It is also critical to have a plan for installing additional
BMPs in the approaches if the initial ones are not adequate.
The amount of exposed soil is directly correlated to amount of water quality risk
associated with timber harvesting. The Maine Forest Service recommends minimizing
exposed mineral soil adjacent to water bodies and stabilizing immediately if it occurs.
Follow recommended filter area widths in MFS’s Best Management Practices for
Forestry: Protecting Maine's Water Quality adjusting for percent slope and distance to
waterbody.

Approaches to Water Crossing
There were 4 opportunities to observe the occurrence of soil movement, sedimentation,
or stabilization from the approaches to a surface water crossing: Approach Area A–
Outside the Buffer/Filter Strip, Approach Area A–Inside the Buffer/Filter Strip, Approach
Area B–Inside the Buffer/Filter Strip, and Approach Area B–Outside the Buffer/Filter
Strip. Data reported in this section contains information only from sites that had
surface water crossings.
For the 101 new sample units there were 61 crossings evaluated, with 4 opportunities to
observe soil movement in the approaches there were 244 total opportunities to observe
soil conditions at approaches.
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Figure 12
2 Observations of soil stabiliza
ation, moveme
ent and sedime
entation at the a
approaches (n=
=244)
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waterbody from
the apprroaches at 12% of obs
servations. In 18% of ccases in wh
hich soil mo
oved but did
d not
reach th
he waterbod
dy. BMPs are
a not designed to eliiminate all ssoil movem
ment, ratherr to
reduce it to levels that
t
the BM
MP system can
c manage
e without it impacting the waterbo
ody.
e Approac
ches
Sediment from the
w
11 observations of
o trace amo
ounts of sed
er
There were
diment reacching the ssurface wate
body or deposited within
w
bank
kfull channe
el width of t he water fe
eature.
There were
w
17 observations of
o measurab
ble amountts of sedime
ent reaching the surface
water bo
ody or depo
osited within
n bankfull channel
c
wid
dth of the w
water feature
e.
The follo
owing table compares volumes of measurab
ble amountss of sedime
ent.
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Table 1 Volume
V
of sed
dimentation att approaches (cubic feet). Table reflectss the mean (a
average), med
dian,
and maxim
mum sedimen
nt volumes 1 cubic foot or greater. Rill a
and gully volu
umes are mea
asurements o
of the
volume displaced from the rill or gully and may be larger than the volume a
actually enteriing the bankfu
ull
channel. Sediment
S
evid
dent in the wa
ater body is a measure of tthe sedimentt attributable tto the logging
g
activity an
nd present in the channel when
w
the obse
ervation is ma
ade; it cannott account for sediment wasshed
away prio
or to observatiion. Thus, the
ere is a high probability
p
tha
at the actual vvolume of sed
diment reachin
ng
the bankfu
ull channel off the water bo
ody is between these two e
estimates.

Mean

App
proaches Ou
utside
the Buffer/Filter
B
r Strip
(ft3)
Rill or
Sediment
gullly
evid
dent in
wate
er body
52
2
6

Approaches
A
s Inside
th
he Buffer/Fi lter Strip
(ft3))
S
Sediment
Rill
R or
vident in
ev
gully
g
wa
ater body
53
3

Median
n

11
1

5

10

2

Maximu
um

26
67

24
2

267

7

Specific
c Cause off Sedimenttation from
m the Appro
oaches

Figure 13
3 Cause of so
oil reaching the water from the approach
hes (n=244)

aintenance refers to re
eshaping orr reinforcing
g installed B
BMPs to co
ompensate for
BMP Ma
wear fro
om use or erosion or in
n anticipatio
on of seaso
onal shutdow
wn or extre
eme weathe
er
events. Inadequate
e installation
n of additional BMPs o
or incorrectt BMP main
ntenance arre
the prim
mary causes
s for sedime
ent reaching
g the waterr from the a
approachess. This finding
is consis
stent with previous
p
yea
ars and sho
ould continu
ue to be strressed in trrainings.
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Figure 14
4 BMP implem
mentation at approaches
a
(n
n=232)

Discuss
sion
Where crossings
c
were
w
presen
nt, sediment was kept from reaching the watterbody from
m
the apprroaches in 88%
8
of cas
ses. When soil
s did reacch the wate
erbody it wa
as most like
ely
to do so when BMP
Ps were eith
her not app
plied or app
plied inadeq
quately or in
ncompletelyy. In
a few ca
ases BMPs were applied approprriately, but ssoil still rea
ached the w
waterbody.
There arre four equa
ally importa
ant phases of BMP
impleme
entation;
1) Plan ahead
a
– avo
oid water crrossings, lo
ocate accesss roads,
la
andings and
d trails prop
perly, and tiime operations
appropriately
pply initial BMP
B
installations
2) Build it right – adequately ap
3) Mainttain it – mon
nitor, repair and add ad
dditional BM
MPs as
necessary during
d
the active portio
on of the ha rvest
4) Close
e it out prop
perly- identiffy long-term
m maintena
ance and monitoring ne
eeds,
successfully
y establish soil
s stabiliza
ation, and a
anticipate a
activities un
nrelated to
timber harve
esting that may
m degrad
de final stab
bilization effforts.
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Cross
sing Sttructure
e
There was
w 1 opporrtunity to ob
bserve the occurrence
o
of soil movvement, sed
dimentation
n, or
stabiliza
ation from th
he crossing
g structure. Data reporrted in this
s section c
contains
informa
ation only from
f
sites that had surface
s
watter crossin
ngs.

Cross
sing Sttructure
e Speciification
ns
A total of
o 101 new sample units were sam
mpled.
 61
6 sample units
u
had su
urface wate
er crossingss.

Figure 15
5 Crossing strructure types (n=61)

Structure Type by
y Road Typ
pe
T
were 37 sample units with a skid trail a
at the water crossing.
 There
er crossing
 There
T
were 24 sample units with a haul road
d at the wate
g.
The follo
owing chartts compare crossing structure typ
pes by road
d type at the
e water
crossing
g.
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Figure 16
6 Structure typ
pe associated
d with skidderr crossing (n==37)

Figure 17
7 Structure typ
pe associated
d with haul road crossing ( n=24)
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Discussion
Sixty-one crossings were identified as either haul road or skid trail; 24 haul road and 37
skid trail. A haul road may be defined as forest access system designed to transport
harvested forest products to a location or facility for resale, sorting or processing into
value added forest products. Skid trails primarily are travel routes to bring trees that
have been harvested to a concentration point directly associated with the forest
operation notification for either further preparation for transport on a haul road or public
transportation route. Haul road stream crossings were evaluated if they were directly
associated with the sample unit. Haul road crossings associated with multiple harvests
or large amounts of acreage not directly associated with harvest were not evaluated.

Haul Road

Skid Trail

Structure Type Associated With Water Body Type
 There were 36 crossings associated with a perennial water feature.
 There were 19 crossings associated with an intermittent water feature.
 There were 5 crossings associated with an ephemeral water feature.
It is very important that permanent structures be designed and installed to meet or
exceed minimum standards and BMP recommended guidelines. Proper installation
maximizes the useful life of the crossing structure thus reducing maintenance and
unnecessary replacement costs due to premature failure.
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When
W
insttalling pe
ermanent crossing
gs:
Use ge
eotextile to prrevent
underm
mining

Stabilize sho
oulder
Extend 1’
r
fill
beyond road

Compactted backfill at depth of 1’ orr ½ diameter o
of
culvert
c

Armo
or inlet
and o
outlet

Inlet and outlet att or below stre
eam bed

For the 101 new sa
ample units
s, there werre 61 opporrtunities to o
observe soil conditionss at
the crossing structu
ure.
Soil Sta
abilization, Movemen
nt, and Sed
dimentation
n from the Crossing Structure

Figure 18
8 Observation
ns of soil stabilization, mov
vement and se
edimentation from the crosssing structurre.
(n=61).
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Discussion
Excluding avoided crossings, 31% of crossings had sediment enter the waterbody. 23%
of all observations showed measurable soil movement into the waterbody originating
from the crossing; this is an increase of 6% over the level reported in 2011-2012.
Portions of the summer of 2013 were very wet, and the increase in measurable events
over the previous monitoring period may be attributable to what would normally be small
issues becoming larger issues with increased rain fall. If this is the case it reinforces to
need to install and maintain BMPs so that significant weather events do not turn
what could be a minor problem into a major one. It should also be kept in mind
because of the difference in sample selection this year a greater proportion of nonindustrial ownerships were selected. Regardless of the cause, measurable sediment
events at crossings should be watched closely in future monitoring efforts.
Sedimentation from the Crossing Structure
There are 5 observations of trace amounts of sediment reaching the surface water body
or deposited within bankfull channel width of the water feature.
There are 14 observations of measurable amounts of sediment reaching the surface
water body or deposited within bankfull channel width of the water feature.
Table 2 Volume of Measurable Sediment Observed in the Water and Attributable to the Crossing
Structure (cubic feet)

Average
Median
Maximum

Sediment evident in
water body
(ft3)
36
4
320

Discussion
The average volume of sediment entering the water for crossings was 36 cubic feet.
This average was skewed by a two large sedimentation events, related to structure
failures. One of these events was due to instability of the structure due to failure of old
bridge abutments, the second was due to poor choice of structure type. These events
demonstrate the importance of proper crossing structure design; sizing and
maintenance since crossing failures have the potential to lead to large sediment inputs.
Because of the influence of these two events the median value of 4 cubic feet value is
probably more useful in determining the impact of sedimentation occurring at “typical”
crossings (Table 2).
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Structure Type As
ssociated With
W Sedim
mentation

Figure 19
9 Structure typ
pe associated
d with sedime
entation (n=61
1)

ood of Stru
ucture Type
e Being As
ssociated W
With Obse
ervations o
of Trace
Likeliho
Sediment or Meas
surable Sediment
When measurable
m
sedimentattion was ob
bserved at tthe crossing
g, the struccture presen
nt
was mos
st often a single culvert. However this does not indicate
e the relativve risk of
sedimen
ntation occu
urring since
e single culv
verts were a
also the mo
ost commonly evaluated
structure
e. To assess this risk,, each struc
cture type w
was analyze
ed separate
ely to see h
how
often sedimentation
n occurred for that typ
pe.
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Figure 20
0 Likelihood of
o structure typ
pe being asso
ociated with ssedimentation
n

Elevated
d crossing structures,
s
crossings not
n at the lo
owest point in the road
d profile, divvert
storm flo
ow into adja
acent filter areas.
a
By elevating
e
the
e approach
hes inside th
he buffer/fillter
strip, sto
orm water can
c be easily diverted away from the crossin
ng structure
e. Crossingss
located at the lowest point of the
t road pro
ofile can faiil premature
ely from sid
de embankm
ment
erosion immediatelly adjacent to the struc
cture.
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es Related to Sedime
entation
Activitie

Figure 21
1 Activities rellated to sedim
mentation at crossings
c
(n=6
61)
Table 2 Quantities
Q
of Sedimentation
S
n by Crossing
g Structure Tyype

Unimprov
ved ford
Improved
d/constructed ford
Pole/brus
sh ford
Single cu
ulvert
Multiple culvert
c
Bridge/bo
ox culvert, closed top
Bridge/bo
ox culvert, open
o
top
Structure
e removed
Unknown
n/other

Averag
ge
161
4
2
6
N/A
N/A
200
4
N/A

Sedime
ent Volumes
s (ft3)
Median
Max
ximum
161
3
320
4
4
2
3
5
1
12
N/A
N
N/A
N/A
N
N/A
200
2
200
2
9
N/A
N
N/A

N/A value
es indicate tha
at no volume measuremen
nts were recorrded

Discuss
sion
BMPs are designed
d to be reas
sonable me
easures to m
minimize th
he amount o
of
sedimen
ntation that occurs. Ins
stallation orr closeout o
of crossingss was the m
most commo
on
causes of
o sediment entering the waterbo
ody from the
e crossing sstructure. It is very
difficult to
t install or remove a crossing
c
without some
e level of se
edimentatio
on occurring
g. A
small, on
ne-time inp
put of sedim
ment from a crossing re
emoval or installation is often of less
biologica
al importance than ong
going, chro
onic sedime
ent inputs. U
Use of stab
bilization
BMPs after
a
remov
val or insta
allation are
e critical to
o ensure th
hat chronic
c
sedimen
ntation inp
puts are av
voided.
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veness of BMP
B
Princiiples and Practices
P
a
at crossing
g structure
es
Effectiv

Figure 22
2 BMP applica
ation when no
o sediment en
ntered the wa
aterbody from the crossing structure. (n=
=42).

Figure 23
3 BMP applica
ation when se
ediment (both
h trace and me
m the crossing
g
easurable) orriginating from
structure entered
e
the waterbody
w
(n=19).
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Discussion
When a crossing was present, 31% of all observations showed soil movement into the
waterbody originating from the crossing. Comparing BMP application when sediment
does not enter the water (Figure 23) to BMP application when sediment does enter the
water (Figure 24) gives a measure of how effective BMPs are. For example, if a high
percentage of sites with BMPs applied appropriately had sediment enter the water the
BMPs would be judged to be largely ineffective. On the contrary, the data here show
that in the vast majority of cases when BMPs practices were applied appropriately or
planning was effective (a valid BMP principle) sediment did not enter the water (Figure
23). On the other hand when sediment reached a waterbody it was due to BMPs being
inadequately applied or not applied at all (Figure 24). In only a few cases were BMPs
applied adequately but sediment reached the water. Inadequate application of BMPs,
rather than no BMPs led to the largest number of sedimentation events. Being sure
that BMPs are installed correctly to achieve the intended outcome appears to be
an area to focus further training. This illustrates that it is not just sufficient to install a
BMP; rather that BMP needs to be installed adequately to achieve its intended outcome.

Fish Passage

Foresters and loggers discuss the effects of crossing installation using the SFI stream table model during
a Maine Forest Service – Maine Sustainable Forestry Initiative fish passage training in Whitneyville.
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Figure 24
4 Crossing strructure widths
s relative to bankfull width. Data include
es remnant sttructure width for
structures
s that have be
een removed prior to the monitoring
m
field
d visit.

Figure 25
5 Crossing strructure bottom
m condition fo
or crossings w
where fish or m
macroinvertib
brates were
present and the structu
ure was to be in pace for more
m
than 3 m
months (n=25)).
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Figure 26
6 Evidence off scouring or downcutting
d
within
w
100’ of the crossing outlet n=61.

Figure 27
7 The percenttage of crossings of each type
t
where sccour or downccutting was observed withiin
100’ of the
e outlet. “n” is
s variable by structure
s
type
e.

Discuss
sion
Improvin
ng the perfo
ormance off crossings to permit fissh passage
e has been a major foccus
of trainin
ng over the past five years. Train
ning is base
ed on a set of four prin
nciples that
when inc
corporated into crossing design should
s
perm
mit fish passage underr most
condition
ns: 1) Span
n the stream
m; 2) Set the crossing at the rightt elevation; 3) Slope of the
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crossing matches the slope of the stream: and 4) Substrate stays in the crossing
structure. Since 2005 there has been a positive trend in the percentage of crossings
that are equal to or greater than bankfull width (i.e. spanning the stream) (Figure 25).
This is particularly important for haul roads where the crossings are more often
permanent, rather than temporary like on skid trails, because a poorly installed crossing
can have long lasting impacts. Although monitoring during 2013 still found that over half
the crossings on haul roads did not span the stream, the trend of larger percentages
spanning the stream over time is encouraging. At crossings where fish or
macroinvertibrate were likely present 40% had substrate in the crossing structure and
28% had a perched outlet indicating a problem with the elevation of the installation or a
scour issue resulting in a perched culvert (Figure 26). 22% of crossings had scour
downstream of the crossing. Scour can result from flow accelerating through an
undersized crossing and eroding the stream bed downstream (Figure 27). Single and
multiple culverts were the most common types to exhibit scour, whereas open bottom
structures such as bridges were much less likely to have scour associated with them
(Figure 28).

Haul Road or Log Landing in the Buffer/Filter Strip
There was 1 opportunity to observe the occurrence of soil movement, sedimentation, or
stabilization from the haul road or log landing inside the buffer/filter strip. Proportions
were based on the total number of opportunities to make observations about soil
conditions at the haul road or log landing inside the buffer/filter strip.
For the 101 new sample units, there were 101 opportunities to observe soil conditions at
the haul road or log landing inside the buffer/filter strip.
 5 sample units had a haul road or log landing located within the buffer/filter strip
that was not associated with a crossing.
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abilization, Movemen
nt, and Sed
dimentation
n
Soil Sta

Figure 28
8 Observation
ns of soil movement, stabilization and se
edimentation from haul roa
ad or log land
ding
in the bufffer (n=101)
Table 3 Cubic
C
feet of sediment
s
ente
ering waterbodies from hau
ul roads locatted in the bufffer. Table reflects
the mean (average), median,
m
and maximum
m
of se
ediment volum
mes 1 cubic ffoot or greater. Rill and gullly
volumes are
a measurem
ments of the volume
v
displa
aced from the rill or gully an
nd may be larrger than the
volume ac
ctually enterin
ng the bankfull channel. Se
ediment evide
ent in the watter body is a m
measure of th
he
sediment attributable to
o the logging activity and present
p
in the
e channel whe
en the observvation is made
e; it
cannot ac
ccount for sed
diment washed away prior to observatio
on. Thus, therre is a high prrobability that the
actual volume of sedim
ment reaching the bankfull channel of th e water bodyy is between these two
estimates
s.

Average
e
Median
Maximum
m

Calculated volume of soil
rem
moved from rill or gully
y
term
minating within bankfulll
channel width
w
(ft3)
22
22
22

Sedime
ent evident in water
or within ba
body o
ankfull
c hannel widtth
(ft3)
13
13
24

Discuss
sion
Areas off prolonged
d exposed soil
s exposure during a given timb
ber harvest are typically
located on haul roa
ads and landings. Thes
se locationss pose the greatest rissk to adjace
ent
esources fro
om soil mov
vement and
d potential cchemical co
ontaminatio
on from fuel oil
water re
and maintenance flluid use and storage. Locating ha
aul roads and landingss outside buffer
ntly reduces environm
mental risk a
and BMP im
mplementattion costs.
filter strip, significan
At timbe
er harvests monitored 95% did no
ot have land
dings or haul roads within the bufffer.
None the less, mea
asurable se
ediment enttered the wa
aterbody in
n 2 out of 5 cases whe
ere
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haul roa
ads or yards
s were located in the buffer
b
indica
ating the hig
gh environm
mental risk
roads in these loca
ations pose.. New cons
struction typ
pically avoid
ds placing tthese forest
access systems
s
within these sensitive
s
arreas. Practtitioners sh
hould routiinely
scrutiniize appropriateness of
o reuse when
w
acces
ssing histo
orical haul roads, yarrds
and skid
d trails to regain
r
acc
cess to areas that hav
ve not bee
en harveste
ed in recen
nt
years. Itt is also crritically imp
portant tha
at BMPs on
n legacy ro
oads located in buffe
ers
be main
ntained to ensure
e
the
ey continue
e to functio
on as designed.
As with other findin
ngs, analysiis shows when BMPs are applied
d, negative impacts to
forested
d water reso
ources are greatly
g
redu
uced. Locating haul ro
oads and la
andings outsside
the buffe
er during th
he pre-harve
est planning
g is an effe
ective BMP commonly implementted
by Maine forest pra
actitioners.
Haul Road and
a Log La
anding in a Buffer Filter Strip
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eph
phemeral
area
truck road
ro

log land
ding

log land
ding
filter area
a

maiin skid
trrails
filter arrea

d and landin
ng locations
s carefully ccan minimizze risk to sensitive are
eas
Selecting haul road

Chem
mical Po
ollutantts
101 new
w sample un
nits were sa
ampled.
Evidenc
ce of Poten
ntial Polluttants
N sample units
u
had ev
vidence of lubricant, fu
uel, hydraulic fluid, and/or anti-fre
eeze
 No
spillage resu
ulting from harvest ope
erations.
 2 sample un
nits had evid
dence of discarded ba
atteries and
d/or other po
otential
pollutant con
ntainers pre
esent.
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Figure 29
9 Spills relatin
ng to harvest operations
o
(n=101)

Figure 30
0 Discarded batteries
b
and other
o
pollutan
nts (n=101)
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Figure 31
1 Evidence off pollutants reaching a wate
erbody (n=10
01)

sion
Discuss
Forest practitioners
p
s should tak
ke great care handling
g and dispo
osing fuel oiil, ant-freezze,
hydraulic fluid, and batteries. These
T
com
mmon items are consid
dered hazarrdous when
n not
used and stored prroperly. The
e fact that there was no evidence of chem
mical pollu
ution
recorde
ed shows that this BM
MP is taken
n seriously
y.

BMP Pri
rinciple:
Ha
andle
Hazar
rdous Safe
Hazardo
ous
Materia
ls BMP
Pra
actices







Us
se appropriate containers for collecting and
sto
oring oils, fuels
s, coolants, or hazardous
h
wa
astes
Ma
aintain and rep
pair all equipme
ent outside
filtter areas
Ha
ave spill kits orr other absorbe
ent materials for
mo
opping up spills
s readily availa
able
If a spill occurs keep
k
it for flowin
ng off the yard
an
nd into surface waters
Kn
now state agen
ncy phone to ca
all in case of an
n
em
mergency
Co
ollect trash and
d dispose of pro
operly

Wetla
and Cro
ossings
s
101 new
w sample un
nits were sa
ampled.
 9 sample un
nits had a wetland
w
cros
ssing.
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Figure 32
2 Wetland cro
ossing stabiliz
zation techniques (n=101)
Table 4 Wetland
W
Cross
sing Length frrom Upland to
o Upland

Average
Median
n
Maximu
um

Length
L
(feett)
137
100
450

d Sedimentation
Rutting Depth and

Figure 33
3 Average ruttting depth in wetlands
w
(n=1
101)
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Figure 34
4 Evidence of sediment rea
aching wetlan
nds (n=101)

Discuss
sion
BMPs re
ecommend avoiding wetland
w
cros
ssings whe never posssible. Wetla
and crossin
ngs
included
d crossings of both fore
ested and non-foreste
n
ed wetlandss. Forested wetlands a
are
often ma
anaged for timber in Maine.
M
With 91% of the
e samples h
having no w
wetland
crossing
gs it is evide
ent that this
s BMP is co
ommonly prracticed in M
Maine. Whe
en wetlands do
need to be crossed
d, adequate
e cross drainage must be installed
d so water flow is not
inhibited
d. On skid trrails BMPs are design
ned to minim
mize rutting
g by increassing the bea
aring
capacity
y of the inhe
erently wea
ak wetland soils,
s
the m
most commo
on BMP use
ed was
operatin
ng under fro
ozen conditions. Ruts in wetlandss can interffere with the
e natural
hydrolog
gy of these systems. The
T majority
y of wetland
d crossingss monitored
d had ruts le
ess
than 6” deep,
d
indica
ating effecttive use of BMPs
B
crosssing these sensitive areas.

Conc
clusions
s
The crea
ation of the Northeast Regional Forestry
F
BM
MP protocoll and the efffort of the M
MFS
and its partners
p
to collect data
a in a consistent mann
ner on an ongoing bassis, allows u
us to
quantify trends in BMP
B
perform
mance. Pre
evious BMP
P monitorin
ng efforts te
ended to occcur
in a periodic fashion and often
n used diffe
erent protoccols making
g direct com
mparisons
difficult. The North
heast Regio
onal Forestrry BMP Pro
otocol allow
ws an objecttive
ment of the continual im
mprovemen
nt process.
assessm
The 2013 BMP monitoring res
sults are ge
enerally con
nsistent with
h the past ffew years a
and
continue
e to show a general ac
cceptance of
o the use o
of effective BMPs by th
he state’s
forestry and logging
g communities.
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Although there is still work to be done, the trend of improved crossing design to achieve
fish passage principles is encouraging.
As has been well documented by previous monitoring reports and numerous studies
from around the country, when BMPs are applied they worked to achieve the objective
of protecting water resources. Conversely, when not applied or applied inadequately
the risk of detrimental impacts greatly increases. Although representing only a small
percentage of total cases, the uptick in the percentage of crossing structures associated
with measurable sedimentation in this monitoring period and number of cases where
BMPs were not applied is worth noting. This reinforces the fact that continued
monitoring, education, and training are key to sustaining the progress that has been
made with forestry BMPs and will allow Maine’s forestry community to continually
improve in the future.
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Appendix A
The Seven BMP Fundamentals
Most BMP techniques are based on a few basic principles. This section provides an overview of these fundamental
BMPs and how they protect water quality. Understanding these principles will enable you to select or adapt the BMPs
that are the most appropriate and effective. Think of these principles as goals. Any single practice or combination of
practices that effectively achieves one or more of these key goals could be considered an appropriate BMP.

1. DEFINE OBJECTIVES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

• Determine the harvest objectives with the landowner, forester, and logger. The first step in planning, prior to
beginning work, is to communicate with everyone involved what the harvest objectives are. Discuss what’s going to
be cut, where, and the desired condition of the remaining forest.

• Decide who is responsible for BMPs. You will want to agree in advance (and in a written contract) who is
responsible for implementing the BMPs, including deciding when to operate, locating streams, laying out the
operation, and planning and maintaining the BMPs.

• Find out what legal requirements apply to waterbodies in the harvest area. The basic legal requirement in
Maine is to keep pollution—including mud, silt, rock, soil, brush, or chemicals —out of the water. When working near
waterbodies, find out what town, state, or federal standards apply, and if permits are needed.

2. PRE-HARVEST PLANNING
Pre-harvest planning is good business practice and avoids many problems. Planning will help reduce costs, make the
job more efficient, protect roads and trails that will stay in place after the job, leave the job looking better, and protect
water quality.

•

Determine the harvest area limits and property boundaries on the ground. Know whose responsibility it is
to identify the property boundaries correctly. While not essential to protecting water quality, locating property
boundaries is common sense and good planning. There may be survey pins, blazes, wire fences, or stone walls that
mark boundaries or property corners. Forest type maps, soil or topographic maps, or aerial photos help, too.

• Identify streams, lakes or ponds, wetlands, and other features on maps and on the ground. Maps and aerial
photographs can help identify features like waterbodies, steep slopes, or poorly drained soils. Walking the property to
locate important features on the ground is essential. If possible, do your planning on bare ground in wet seasons
when surface water is visible.

•

Identify the areas where you need BMPs. Forest harvesting BMPs are most critical in and immediately next to
waterbodies including intermittent and perennial streams, lakes or ponds, wetlands and coastal areas—wherever
direct impacts to surface water may occur. You may also need to use BMPs in other areas of the watershed where
flowing water could be substantially altered or carry sediment into these waterbodies.

• Lay out the harvest operation on the ground. Harvest planning includes determining where operational features
such as roads, stream crossings, landings, cut-and-fill areas, main skid trails, and particular BMPs will be needed.
While on-site, make sure everyone involved in the harvest operation is aware of the layout—especially roads, skid
trails, and filter areas next to waterbodies.

• Choose BMPs that are appropriate to the site conditions. Most sedimentation occurs during short periods of
heavy rain or snowmelt. How much rain falls during a storm, how much water streams carry, how stable the soils are,
and what type of vegetation is present are all conditions that vary. BMPs that are sited, designed, and installed to
anticipate adverse conditions work best.

• Decide on BMPs for the entire harvest area and for closeout before beginning work. BMP systems need not
be complicated, but they require planning across the entire harvest area and over the entire duration of the operation,
including closeout. Applying BMPs in one location can sometimes solve problems elsewhere on the site, or prevent
problems after the operation is complete. When you understand the natural drainage system in the watershed, often
you can use a combination of simple BMPs that are more effective—and cheaper—than more complex or expensive
techniques.

•

Consider the needs of future operations on the same property. Will roads, trails and landings be used again
in five years, 15 years, or longer? Are there other areas of the property that can be accessed using the same roads?
If you need to access the lot in the future, plan roads and trails accordingly. Otherwise, consider restricting vehicle
access after the harvest. Because of the possibility of extreme weather conditions, it is important to design and close
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out roads properly. Identify which structures—such as culverts—will be left in place, and which will be removed.
Considering the future can avoid problems and costly solutions.

3. ANTICIPATE SITE CONDITIONS

• Time operations appropriately. Harvesting under frozen, snow-covered, or dry conditions can minimize the need
for additional BMPs. At the same time, a range of BMPs that are appropriately chosen, installed, and maintained can
extend the harvest season. Use extra caution during fall and spring when streams are high and the ground is typically
wetter—you may need to use additional BMPs to control the larger volume of water.

• Determine whether previous operations in the harvest area created conditions that are impacting—or
could impact—water quality. Old roads, log landings, and skid trails can be reused or upgraded. However, in some
situations, avoiding or retiring them is a better choice. Using old roads, landings, and trails may be cheaper in the
short run, but may be more costly to fix or maintain later. Pre-existing conditions may also influence your choice of
BMPs.

• Plan to monitor, maintain, and adjust BMPs as needed, especially to deal with seasonal or weather-related
changes. After installation, many BMPs require maintenance or modification. Conditions-such as the amount of
water flowing in streams, soil moisture, or the depth of frost—can change quickly, even with one storm. Take into
account how conditions may change, and maintain or install additional BMPs as needed. Determine who will be
responsible for this work. In many instances, the landowner will want to periodically check and maintain BMPs that
have been installed after harvesting is done. This often prevents washouts and a loss of access while protecting
water quality at the same time.

4. CONTROL WATER FLOW

• Understand how water moves within and around the harvest area, and decide how water flow will be
controlled. Concentrated flows of water on roads, skid trails, landings, and in drainage systems develops more force
and a greater ability to erode soil and carry sediment. It is easiest and most effective to control small volumes of
water, before they converge and accumulate into concentrated flows.

• Slow down runoff and spread it out. Many BMPs work by directing small amounts of water into areas of
undisturbed forest floor where it can be absorbed.

• Protect the natural movement of water through wetlands. Wetlands play an important role in the environment
by storing water in wet periods and slowly releasing it back into the surrounding ground and streams. Logging roads
and trail crossings can affect the flow of water within or through a wetland. This changes how much water the wetland
stores, the degree of flooding that occurs, and the rate at which water leaves the wetland. Such impacts can affect
the health of the wetland and waterbodies downstream.

5. MINIMIZE AND STABILIZE EXPOSED SOIL
Limiting soil disturbance and stabilizing areas where mineral soil is exposed are among the most important BMPs for
preventing erosion. These practices are most critical in and around filter areas—forest areas bordering waterbodies.
Generally speaking, there are two major objectives:

• Minimize disturbance of the forest floor, especially in filter areas. The forest floor absorbs water and filters out
sediment and other pollutants. Exposed soil, on the other hand, can erode very rapidly. Most of the sediment that
ends up in streams near managed forests comes from exposed soil on roads, landings, and skid trails. Know where
the filter areas are and how to protect their capacity to absorb and filter runoff.

•

Stabilize areas of exposed soil within filter areas and in other locations where runoff has the potential to
reach filter areas. Use BMPs during or immediately after the harvest to prevent exposed soil or fill from eroding.
These techniques and materials can be used near waterbodies, at stream crossings, road cut-and-fills, ditches,
landings, and skid trails. In some situations, you may need to seed and/or plant vegetation in order to stabilize the
soil.

6. PROTECT THE INTEGRITY OF WATERBODIES

• Protect stream channels and banks. Blocking or altering streams (with slash, for instance) may keep fish from
swimming past the blockage. Damaged stream banks erode quickly, causing sedimentation and siltation. By
protecting the physical integrity of streams, BMPs prevent these problems.
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• Leave enough shoreland vegetation to maintain water quality. BMPs maintain the benefits that nearby trees
and plants provide waterbodies. Streamside vegetation shades the water, minimizing temperature changes. Live
roots stabilize the banks and maintain the soil’s physical and chemical properties. Trees along the banks drop leaf
litter and woody debris that supply nutrients and become habitat for plants and animals in the stream. Shoreland
vegetation plays an important role in maintaining water quality.

7. HANDLE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SAFELY

• Be prepared for any emergency. Keep an emergency response kit and contact information at the site for fuel, oil,
or chemical spills. Remember that fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides, and road chemicals (calcium chloride, road salt,
etc.) are hazardous materials, too. Know whom to call for help with unexpected erosion, accidents, or other
emergencies. Having a backup plan and being prepared for unexpected and special situations can help avoid or
minimize negative impacts to water quality. Industry groups, equipment suppliers, and local and state government
agencies all have specialists available to help.

•

Use and store hazardous materials properly. The best way to avoid accidental spills of hazardous materials is
to store and handle them so that the chance of these types of emergencies occurring is minimized.
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